
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

E M B E D D E D  S O F T W A R E  E N G I N E E R  

Ahmed Ben Amara  
ahmed-ben-amara@hotmail.com 

110 Mohamed Harbi’s  street  

Sahloul 1 Sousse TUNISIA 

ADDRESS 

Date of birth         5 October 1989 

Nationality           Tunisian  

Sex                       Male 

Marital status       Married    

   

ABOUT ME 

SKILLS 

Language C 

word/Excel/Powerpoint 

Git 

Mantis 

Eclipse 

  Eclipse 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

 Since may 2016 

 

Embedded software engineer & team leader  in Beanair  
                                               (German company based in Tunisia ) 

Embedded software engineer 

-My central duty is writing software that supports hardware . 

Throughout the design and development process, i conduct 

regular troubleshooting and debugging activities to ensure 

that their code works as expected. Additionally, I participate 

in continuous deployment activities. I also maintain thorough, 

detailed documentation for any software that they work on. 

-While writing programs, i work closely with hardware 

engineers, to ensure that devices’ software and hardware 

work seamlessly together. I also gather requirements and 

specifications from clients, hardware engineers, and 

manufacturing teams. And i translate them into specifications 

that guide development work. 

Team leader   

-Lead a small group of  engineers  in the success of 

production  

-Currently managing and growing staff team at BeanAir 

company(from 3 to 14 person) 

-train and on-board new team members  

-Coach the team to adapt to specific changes and steered  

through a tough spell caused by unforeseen circumstances. 

-Empower and envision team members 

-Organize daily tasks and correspond between team members 

to accomplish tasks. 

 

 

EDUCATION 

2004-2008 Technical Baccalaureate   

HOBBIES 
Lecture, design, cooking 

+216 54 15 10 89 

Openocd/GDB 

  Eclipse 

Makefile 

  Eclipse 

Altuim Design 

  Eclipse Matlab 

  Eclipse Tcp/Ip 

  Eclipse 

Spi/Uart/I2c 

  Eclipse microchip PIC 

Stmicrocontoller 

  Eclipse 

LANGUAGE 
English 

French 

Arabic 

2008-2011 

2012-2015 

Preparatory institute for engineering studies of 

Monastir (IPEIM) TUNISIA  Technical speciality 

National School of Engineers of Sousse (ENISO) 

TUNISA  Electronic speciality 

German 

Can2.0A/B 



 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS (in Beanair) 

                                ( German company based in Tunisia ) 

 

I  contributed from the too beginning of the wilow project and those are my tasks: 

Workspace preparation 

-Install Software for coding 

-Install SDK 

-Install uniflash for flashing the bootloader and the service pack 

Tags: SDK, CSS, uniflash, TI compiler, TI CC3200 

Bootloader 

-re-design the bootloader with finite state machine 

-Fix bugs in bootloader (bootloader hangs) 

-Use watchdog in bootlaoder 

Tags: FSM, watchdog, , TI CC3200 

GPIO configurations 

-Extract the input/output configuration from the Schematic 

-Implement Hardware abstract layer for the Wilow 

-Interrupt configurations 

Tags: GPIO, ISR, MENTOR GRAPHIC ,TI CC3200 

Debug improvement 

-Implement Uart emulator for debugging(Dma ,Tx Only using Output pin) 

-Implement offline debug using Flash memory 

Network configuration of the wilow device 

-Implement Network configuration using Uart 

Tags:DMA, UART, INTERRUPTION, TI CC3200 

Exmaple codes 

-Boost the development by preparing small piece of code (Router Connection,Open Sockets) used by   

other developper to create Router link task Wifi task and Udp Task 

Tags: UDP, TCP WLAN 

Datalogger 

-Implement Virtual Flash Drive layer inside Datalogger which convert 110 Flash files 

into one addressable flash memory. 

Tags: Flash memory, Files,TI CC3200 

Remote Access 

-Export all functionalities used with local socket into MQTT 



-The functionalities are:  

 Diagnostic:send informations about wilow device status(battery level,Lqi..)   

 Send profiles:Send configurations stored on wilow device via MQTT  

 Send Datalogger Files:Send data stored on flash memory via MQTT  

 Send Data:send sensor data via MQTT 

 Store and forward:Store data in ram when there is connection issue to the broker and send it when the 

connection establishs again. 

 Write Example Document in wich i explain how all the data are organized 

Tags: MQTT, Broker, Topic, Tcp, Fifo, TI CC3200 

Data aquisition Improvement 

-Improve data buferring time(add Dma transfers,use light function to timestamp packets) 

-Fix missing data and synchronize the data buffering with Data ready interrupt from Analog front end "AFE" 

-Improove tilt accuracy using the temperature dependecy compensation equation 

Tags: Ads131e06, Dma, Spi, Sat103T, TI CC3200 

Power management 

-Add hibernate mode 

-Add cyclic power check when the device reachs a voltage threshold it shuts down  

for a while waiting for a solar charge 

Tags : Hibernate, TI CC3200,PTPV2 

PTP V2 

-Synchronize the wilow device with software Ptp v2 and reach 20ms of accuracy. 

Tags: Tcp,multicast,Timestamp,PtpV2, TI CC3200 

Software for hardware test  

-Create human machine interface based on URAT command to test the Wilow device hardware: 

 Test input/output pins  

 Test SPI comunication  

 Test sensors 

Tags: UART, SPI, GPIO, LIS3DSH, ADS131E06, SCAT103T, TI CC3200 

OverTheAir operations 

-Design and implement AccessPoint(AP) mode of the Beandevice which allow the user to connect directly to 

the device and do some updates. The user will have to finish the configuration before the timeout elapse.This 

mode can be accessible from over the air configuration or after holding the on/off button for 10 seconds. The 

device plays a Tcp server role. 

-Improve the Code size with dynamic allocation between two modes Station/AccessPoint(AP) ,this allowed us 

to safe more space for further features. 

Tags: Tcp/Ip, Dynamic allocation,AP,TI CC3200 

Over the air Update files 

-Design and implement of a layer that update a files from a different communication (Tcp/Ip in Station and AP 

mode,Mqtt) it can also be extended for other type of communication. This functionality has made the update 

firmware,update ssl certifications easier.  

Tags: Tcp/Ip, Mqtt, Firmware Update,SSL certification 



I  contributed also on ONE-TIR-MEDICAL project (Sensor used to detect high fever and help to detect 

COVID19 on patients) and here is my tasks: 

Port Melexis driver on cc3200 

-Port the library from c++ /Arduino to C/Cc3200. 

-Make Abstract layer to interact with multiple melexis Infra Red Sensor 

Tags: I2C, Mlx90614,Mlx90615 

Datalogger on SD card 

-Make a datalogger on Sd Card using FatFs. 

-Datalogger has the ability to be extended depending on SD card capacity. 

Tags: SD_Host,FatFs 

 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS (personal projects) 

 

Combination lock using Pic microcontroller 18f2550 

 

-Create an interface IHM (Pic 18f2550 Keypad 4*4 + LCD 1602) to enter the password ,save it and reset 

password. 

-Control access via the control of the solenoïd. 

 

Tags: keypad, solenoïd, PIC18F2550, PIC C COMPILER 

 

Line tracking robot using Pic microcontroller 16f877A  

-Design an array of reflective optical sensors to track the line. 

-Use PWM to control DC motor hence the control of the wheels of the line tracking robot. 

 

Tags: CNY70, PIC 16f877A, LM393 

 

Matrix dot led (SPI communication + Pic 18f2550 + shift register) 

I developed a driver layer to display characters on the Matrix 8*8 LED using the 74HC595 shift register and 

the SPI communication. 

 

Tags:74HC595, PIC 18F2550, ULM 2003 

 

End of Study Project 

I designed a Lanchpad in which i used CUBLOC CB405 module using Altium designer. 

I designed and implement an application that simulate a control of supply chain using GRAFCET and finite 

state machines. 

I developed a menu application with Keypad and LCD.For the Lcd i developed a driver layer to communicate 

to the LCD through the Gpio extender PCF8574 using I2C protocol. 

 

TAGS:CB405,LCD, I2C,PCF8574, ALTIUM DESIGNER 



 


